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The vitality shower
Play is the shower cabin that offers the opportunity to 
experience the world of the Jacuzzi® hydromassage in 
a dynamic, cheerful and lively way. The youthful design 
with a minimalist aesthetic expresses the pleasure of the 
most advanced performance and is supported by the best 
equipment and maximum installation versatility.

Vertical wellness
The original Jacuzzi® vertical hydromassage has a relaxing, 
invigorating and re-energising effect. It stimulates vital centres 
with different intensities and involves all the muscle groups 
from the base of the neck to the lower back, giving complete 
psycho-physical wellness. The system of nozzles allows the 
fl ow of water to be varied, by changing the fl ow and intensity. 
Play is also available with or without the glass wall.

play 120
play 100
play 90
play sphere
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The healing power of water 
The cascade shower and large raindrop shower head provides 
the head and shoulders with benefi cial pressure, ideal for 
releasing all the muscle tension in the neck and upper 
shoulders. The steam bath, combined with aromatherapy, 
purifi es the skin and the body from toxins, strengthening the 
immune system, thanks to a cloud of steam that envelops the 
entire body.

Perfect temperature
The manual or thermostatic mixer, which blends the design 
with the central shower column, lets you keep the water to 
the preferred temperature throughout the shower.
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play 120
corner
LH-RH 
120 x 80 x 220/226h cm
design Jacuzzi®

Functions TB TT

Vertical and back hydromassage 8 8
Raindrop shower head

Shower Cascade
Steam bath

Aromatherapy

Features
Single-lever mixer tap

Thermostatic mixer
Hand held shower

Duckboard 
Adjustable seat

Roof
Electronic descaling system

Alarm
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Aluminium

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets
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play 100
corner
LH-RH 
100 x 75 x 220/226h cm
design Jacuzzi®
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White

shower panel fi nishes 

Aluminium

Functions TB TT

Vertical and back hydromassage 8 8
Raindrop shower head

Shower Cascade
Steam bath

Aromatherapy

Features
Single-lever mixer tap

Thermostatic mixer
Hand held shower

Duckboard 
Adjustable seat

Roof
Electronic descaling system

Alarm

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets
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play 90
corner
LH-RH 
90 x 70 x 220/226h cm
design Jacuzzi®
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shower panel fi nishes 

Aluminium

Functions TB TT

Vertical and back hydromassage 8 8
Raindrop shower head

Shower Cascade
Steam bath

Aromatherapy

Features
Single-lever mixer tap

Thermostatic mixer
Hand held shower

Duckboard 
Adjustable seat

Roof
Electronic descaling system

Alarm

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets
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play sphere
corner
LH-RH 
70 x 70 x 220/226h cm
design Jacuzzi®
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Functions TB TT

Vertical and back hydromassage 8 8
Raindrop shower head

Shower Cascade
Steam bath

Aromatherapy

Features
Single-lever mixer tap

Thermostatic mixer
Hand held shower

Duckboard 
Adjustable seat

Roof
Electronic descaling system

Alarm

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets


